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Public protection and disaster relief (PPDR) agencies rely on wireless
communications to respond in the event of emergencies. Public safety
networks (PSNs) provide the wireless network used by emergency services.
PSN is used to support push-to-talk services with some data transmission by
employing land mobile radios. However, PPDR agencies are increasingly relying
on additional information such as videos that require higher bandwidths.
Therefore, many countries are transitioning or integrating their public safety
networks with advanced broadband wireless communication systems such as
fourth-generation (4G) long-term evolution (LTE) and planning to evolve to fifth-
generation (5G) new radio (NR) in the future. The paper investigates infrastructure
sharing mechanisms and deployment strategies in the transition of PSNs to a 4G
LTE network, including a roadmap for cost analysis. Additionally, the paper
examines LTE-based PSN deployment scenarios in various countries and
engages in a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of different
sharing mechanisms and coexistence schemes. Finally, the challenges within
the Public Safety Broadband Network (PSBN) are addressed and potential
future research directions in this domain are deliberated.
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1 Introduction

First responders serve a crucial role in today’s society, especially in times of natural
disasters and other emergencies by facilitating public facilities. The advancement of
technology signals new threats or challenges to public safety, which eventually
necessitates the development of better strategies to combat them. One such critical
technology is the development of wireless systems for public protection and disaster
relief (PPDR) agencies to ensure better communication (and coordination) between the
different entities. Classically, these communication systems have relied on rate-restricted,
narrowband services such as voice calling and short message service (SMS). However, with
the ubiquity of video surveillance services and their potential in improving public safety,
there is a pressing need for the development of broadband public safety networks (PSNs).

The transition of PSNs from narrowband to broadband, however, is extremely
challenging and might require complete revamping of nationwide networks. The
transition strategy for any country may vary depending on the population distribution,
geographical maps, current network deployment status, available budget, commercial
operation regulations, etc. (Ferrus and Sallent, 2015). The time and cost associated with
this migration calls for the examination/comparison of the different possible approaches that
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can be utilized for infrastructure sharing and public–private
partnerships utilized in various countries.

Within the academic literature, research that focuses on long-
term evolution (LTE) for PSNs has been explored in various articles
(Doumi et al., 2013; Ferrus et al., 2013b, 2013a; Favraud et al., 2016;
Oueis et al., 2017). Doumi et al. (2013) have discussed the transition
to broadband technologies to improve public safety, taking into
account the existing LTE standards and identifying essential
enhancements that are required to replace narrowband
technologies. Similarly, Ferrus et al. (2013b) have examined the
suitability of LTE and its related technologies to provide mobile
broadband services for PPDR. They have suggested that the future
scenarios for meeting the data-intensive demands of PPDR agencies
will likely involve a combination of dedicated and commercial LTE-
based mobile networks. The same authors in Ferrus et al. (2013a)
have identified and discussed the primary techno-economic
motivators, spanning technology, network, and spectrum aspects.
Furthermore, Favraud et al. (2016) conducted a survey of potential
public safety use cases along with the resulting network topologies
that they bring about. It also addresses the present state of the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP, 2011) standards in this
context and emphasizes the forthcoming challenges. These
drivers are expected to serve as the groundwork for making
future PPDR communications both efficient and economically
viable. Nevertheless, these studies omit the exploration of LTE
and PSN infrastructure-sharing mechanisms. Moreover, Oueis
et al. (2017) have presented an account of the initial technical
aspects of the isolated E-UTRAN operation for public safety
(IOPS) feature, which was standardized in Release 13 in
conjunction with LTE. Subsequently, based on its limitations,
they deliberated on the potential directions for the advancement
of IOPS in the future.

Furthermore, some articles have concentrated on conducting
analyses related to spectrum sharing (Ferrus et al., 2012; Ferrus et al.,
2012; Sohul et al., 2016; Yuksel et al., 2016) that provide a thorough
perspective on the five potential spectrum sharing models, all of
which contribute to enhancing capacity during emergency situations
and improving PPDR communications. Yuksel et al. (2016)
examined the potential of public safety (PS) spectrum for PS
communication applications and identified the three essential
characteristics that contribute to successful PS spectrum
implementation: providers being motivated to share, sharing
becoming the standard practice, and government authority being
effectively employed to encourage increased sharing. Moreover,
Sohul et al. (2016) have explored our concept of the adaptable,
swiftly deployable, and adjustable PS system that is designed to fulfill
immediate and future requirements for a crucial communication
infrastructure. The article also delves into the benefits of spectrum
sharing to support this overarching vision. Additionally, Chaudhry
and Hafez (2019) analyzed land mobile radios (LMRs) and LTE
technologies for PPDR networks within the 700 MHz spectrum.
This review provides insights into the potential drawbacks of LTE
for PSNs.

A comprehensive examination of the public safety LMRs and
LTE systems has been provided in the PSN literature (Baldini et al.,
2014; Kumbhar et al., 2017; Jarwan et al., 2019). In Kumbhar et al.
(2017), a comparative analysis of the old and new technologies for
PSN has been made, which also considers the current state of the

PSNs in countries such as the United States, the United Kingdom,
and Canada. In Baldini et al. (2014), the authors have dealt with the
usability and flexibility of wireless communication technologies for
PSNs in terms of technology, regulations, research activities, and
standardization studies. In Jarwan et al. (2019), LTE-based PSNs
have been examined from three aspects: first, legacy technologies,
architecture, and spectrum allocation have been discussed. Second,
the challenges and research problems of LTE-based PSNs have been
identified. Finally, all of the studies so far have been
comprehensively included.

Some studies have focused on the general case of infrastructure
sharing without considering PSNs. Cano et al. (2020) have presented
a comprehensive overview regarding performance assessment and
resource management. Meddour et al. (2011) have examined
network sharing and analyzed estimated savings regarding the
techno-economic dimension, available technical solutions,
feasibility, and constraints. Moreover, some technical papers have
proposed methods for infrastructure sharing (Bousia et al., 2016;
Cano et al., 2017). Cano et al. (2017) have presented optimal sharing
strategies by mathematically considering the radio access network
(RAN) infrastructure sharing from technical and economic
perspectives. Their proposed method aimed to maximize the
quality of service (QoS) and the profits of mobile network
operators (MNOs). A roaming-based infrastructure sharing
method that can be applied between multiple MNOs during low
traffic periods was proposed by Bousia et al. (2016). The proposed
method ensured that MNOs can make individually profitable
closure decisions for their base stations (BSs).

Some papers have investigated infrastructure sharing for PSNs
(Hallahan and Peha, 2011; Fantacci et al., 2016; Marabissi and
Fantacci, 2017). Public–private infrastructure sharing was
analyzed from two perspectives in Hallahan and Peha (2011).
The initial one pertains to a profit-oriented private sector
partnership, whereas the second involves a public sector
partnership that allocates resources to the initiative contingent.
In Fantacci et al. (2016), the methods for transitioning to an
LTE-based PSN were proposed as dedicated, over the commercial
operator, and hybrid. Moreover, a RAN sharing scenario was
proposed that guaranteed PPDR requirements by reducing
network deployment costs and time in Marabissi and Fantacci
(2017). This method was based on the integration of RAN with a
dedicated network. Moreover, Hallahan and Peha (2013) have
quantified the benefits concerning capacity to demonstrate that
by creating numerous agreements with commercial carriers in
each region, public safety can access a substantial amount of
capacity projected for severe emergencies without significantly
undermining service quality for commercial users with challenges.

Additionally, the application of fifth generation (5G) new radio
(NR) for PSNs has been explored in the literature (Pérez et al., 2020;
Ali et al., 2021; Chochliouros et al., 2021; Suomalainen et al., 2021; Li
et al., 2022). In Chochliouros et al. (2021), the authors have
introduced a PS scenario with the primary aim of showcasing the
utilization of a shared 5G infrastructure during emergencies that
involves both first responders and civilians. Pérez et al. (2020) have
assessed the current advancements and highlighted the key
challenges in providing PSNs. They examined the integration of
new 5G mobile networks for the dynamic deployment of virtualized
emergency services within future mobile communications.
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Furthermore, Suomalainen et al. (2021) have investigated and
conducted a survey concerning the security architecture and
mechanisms that are intended to enhance prioritized PS
communication within 5G networks. Moreover, Li et al. (2022)
identified critical technical hurdles and elaborated on the evolution
of 5G NR features aimed at fulfilling the emerging safety-critical
prerequisites. These developments encompass achieving universal
connectivity, facilitating effective group communications, offering
precise positioning capabilities for first responders, and prioritizing
mission-critical data traffic. Also, Ali et al. (2021) delved into the
importance of internet of things (IoT) and 5G networks in
advancing sustainability within urban environments, especially
within the context of disaster management systems.

The mentioned studies lack a comprehensive tutorial on
deploying PSNs and scenarios involving infrastructure sharing
with MNOs. Additionally, these papers overlook the costs
associated with site and infrastructure installations, which is
critical in determining sharing mechanisms. Infrastructure
sharing is primarily driven by the aim to reduce costs, and the
absence of consideration for these costs leaves the selection of
sharing mechanisms uncertain. Moreover, recent strategies
adopted by different countries for migrating to PSNs are not
considered case studies. As depicted in Table 1, existing PSN
surveys and articles fail to provide a roadmap for cost analysis,
transition strategies from LTE to 5G, and coexistence with vertical
networks such as railways and marine networks. Our current work
addresses these gaps by offering a comprehensive tutorial on PSN
deployment, specifically emphasizing infrastructure sharing. We
delve into all three PSN deployment scenarios, providing detailed
insights. We also thoroughly examine infrastructure sharing
variations, such as passive sharing, RAN sharing, and core
network (CN) sharing. This analysis is coupled with a roadmap

incorporating cost analysis derived from network dimensions like
coverage and capacity for various strategies. Furthermore, we
explore PSN deployment strategies implemented by different
countries while investigating spectrum sharing scenarios based
on existing LTE-based PSN networks in comparison to various
nations.

The remaining paper is organized as follows: Section 2 examines
LTE-based PSN deployment options for the dedicated, hybrid, and
commercial networks. Section 3 examines infrastructure sharing
mechanisms. A roadmap to cost analysis, capacity, and coverage
dimensioning approaches are introduced in Section 4. Section 5
discusses the deployment plans of countries for broadband PSNs.
Section 6 explains the possible challenges and solutions for the
coexistence between different networks. Section 7 outlines the
challenges and potential future directions concerning LTE-based
PSNs. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Network deployment

This section describes different broadband PSN deployment
models and CN deployment options. First, ownership and operation
models are explained, followed by spectrum usage (low/high and
dedicated/shared). After that, operational expenditures (OPEX) and
capital expenditures (CAPEX) are discussed.

Network deployment and operation may be undertaken by a
government, any MNO/contractor, or a combination of both. As
such, any of the following options might be utilized:

• Government-owned and government-operated (GO-GO),
• Government-owned and contractor-operated (GO-CO),
• Contractor-owned and contractor-operated (CO-CO).

TABLE 1 Literature overview on LTE-based PSN.

Network
deployment

Infrastructure
sharing

Roadmap to
cost analysis

Country
application

Spectrum
sharing

Transition
to 5G

Coexistence
with verticals

Kumbhar
et al. (2017)

— — — X X —

Baldini et al.
(2014)

— — — X X —

Jarwan et al.
(2019)

X X — — X —

Doumi et al.
(2013)

X — — — — —

Ferrus et al.
(2013b)

X — — — — —

Fantacci et al.
(2016)

X X — — X —

Ferrus et al.
(2012)

— — — — X —

Sohul et al.
(2016)

— — — — X —

Yuksel et al.
(2016)

— — — — X —

Our work X X X X X X X
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In the GO-GO and GO-CO scenarios, the resources are exclusive to
the PSN agencies, and it is considered a dedicated network. In CO-CO
scenarios, however, the sharing options are much more diverse,
depending on the contracts signed between the PSN customers,
government, and contractor. Some European countries are already
using these options for deploying a PSN. According to Ferrus and
Sallent (2015), Belgium’s ASTRID and Finland’s VIRVE are examples of
GO-GO PSN arrangements; Germany’s BDBOS and Austria’s BOS are
examples of GO-CO PSN arrangements; and the United Kingdom’s
Airwave and Denmark’s SINE are examples of CO-CO PSN
arrangements. Some of these examples are discussed in detail in
Section 5. To guarantee efficiency and effectiveness, the PSNs depend
heavily on the deployment criteria and associated business models
(government and public safety organization demands). Therefore,
implementation alternatives must be considered in addition to many
deployment approaches. Experts divide the potential models into three
(Fantacci et al., 2016):

• Dedicated network: New private mobile broadband network
for PPDR services.

• Commercial network: Use of PPDR services over the
commercial network based on specific contracts.

• Hybrid network: A hybrid solution combining commercial
and private network infrastructure.

For deploying a new PPDR network, spectrum availability is one
of the main concerns (Doumi et al., 2013). The coverage and network
deployment costs depend on operational frequency bands. PSNs
generally use lower frequencies as they provide more coverage.
Thus, these frequencies require fewer base stations and simplify
network planning. By contrast, higher frequencies have much less
coverage and require more base stations. Therefore, the expenses can
significantly increase on the basis of the determined frequency. In
addition to these considerations, the PSN may have its dedicated
spectrum, or the operator may provide spectrum resources (no
dedicated spectrum) in a partnership scenario. It is also feasible to
choose a middle-ground solution. For example, the PSN can allocate

some of its spectrum to PPDR while sharing the rest of the spectrum
with MNOs. In this way, as seen in the United States, MNOs can
provide infrastructure services to PSNs in exchange of spectrum
(Kumbhar et al., 2017). Contrary to the United States example, as
seen in the United Kingdom, MNOs can allocate some of their
spectrum to the PSN for a fee (Ferrus and Sallent, 2015).

2.1 Dedicated network

Dedicated networks refer to privately deployed networks for
public safety communication. Private deployment allows the
network to be designed and configured for the PSN
requirements. The analysis of national historical use-cases reveals
that the most common approach used by PPDR agencies in the
legacy systems is to own and run their network [such as terrestrial
trunked radio (TETRA) and Project 25 (P25)] (PPDR-TC, 2013).

Broadband PSNs require flexibility, reliability, durability, and
effective coverage and must also be resistant to malfunctions and
outages (Favraud et al., 2016). A dedicated PSN can be a perfect
solution for the user as the network can meet all user requirements
and is also fully controllable. On the contrary, from the contractor’s
point of view, this deployment can be costly and challenging
(Fantacci et al., 2016). Table 2 summarizes the key characteristics
of the LTE network’s design for PPDR users (Ferrus and Sallent,
2015). In addition, one of the main concerns in deploying a
dedicated network for PSNs and commercial networks is the
determination of frequency bands. PSNs desire frequencies from
the 700 MHz band of the operator spectrum for optimum capacity
and coverage-related features (Ferrus and Sallent, 2015).

The expenditures for wireless network deployment can be
classified into two: CAPEX and OPEX. CAPEX mainly refers to
the initial investment in physical infrastructure. OPEX corresponds
to the funds required to operate the network properly. Deploying a
new broadband-dedicated PSN infrastructure can take time and
require excessive investment. According to Ferrus and Sallent
(2015), RAN deployment constitutes up to 70% of the total

TABLE 2 Key characteristic in LTE networks design for PPDR user.

Coverage and capacity Planning for geographic-based coverage Symmetrical use of UL and DL

Highly volatile cell load with few chances to forecast Ubiquitous coverage (indoors and subways) Off-network operation (sidelink communication)

Deployable systems for outside the network Support for air–ground–air (AGA) communication

Network availability and resilience Robust network sites (site hardening) Geo-redundant network functions

Fallback to other networks Multiple back-up options 99.99% of time network availability

Security End-to-end data encryption User plane and control plane security

Link security Nodes, network configurations, and user data security Permanently or temporarily disabling terminals and cards

Identity management Mutual authentication of infrastructure and terminals

Priority control Significant difference on priority Dynamic control of priority

Accountability and service assurance Real-time KPI monitoring to impose SLA QoS and priority dependent charging

Functionality and performance Data and voice services features QoS unaffected by location

Interoperability Equipment with same technical standard Seamless operation of broadband equipment
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network deployment cost. There are some cost-saving
infrastructure-sharing methods to cope with the high CAPEX
and OPEX of deploying dedicated networks. These methods are
explained in detail in Section 3. As mentioned earlier, PSNs require
full coverage across the country. Therefore, additional site
acquisition is required in rural areas. As a result, site installation
cost reduces by about 60% by sharing existing infrastructure
(Seybold, 2010). In case of emergency, the transportable/fast
deployable equipment can handle this requirement. Such
equipment are called cells on wheels (COWs) and cells on light
trucks (COLTs) and are quickly deployable in cells that can be easily
transported to PPDR services as required. In addition, with the
developing technology, drones can be used as non-terrestrial
networks (NTN) for PSNs. This approach has reduced network
installation costs by about 30% (Seybold, 2010).

As seen in Figure 1, there are two possible deployment scenarios for
network infrastructure dedicated to PSNs. The first is a mobile
broadband network planned, constructed, operated, and owned by
the authority as a GO-GO model. In the second, mobile broadband
service is provided by MNOs through service offerings as a GO-CO
model. In government-owned network deployment options, the

government owns the equipment and infrastructure and controls the
network process. On top of this, when requirements and conditions
change, the network can quickly adapt to these new requirements. In
dedicated network deployment, operations can be carried out by the
government (GO-GO) or more capable and professional organizations
(GO-CO). In the contractor-operated network option, the network is
operated specifically by MNOs for mission-critical services.

2.2 Commercial networks

Commercial networks refer to PSN clients using their public
safety communications over commercial operators’ networks via
public safety mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs) (Jarwan
et al., 2019). While the option to use the PSN over commercial
networks is a fast and low-cost solution, specific issues have to be
considered when it comes to QoS and mission-critical applications
(Ferrus et al., 2013b).

Mission-critical communications have different requirements
from commercial communications, particularly in terms of security,
reliability, flexibility, and application. In terms of security, it will be

FIGURE 1
Overview of deployment models of network.
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difficult to guarantee security requirements when PSN services are
used over commercial networks because the security metrics of
commercial networks may not be configured to meet the security
requirements of critical applications. Moreover, PSNs require high
reliability and flexibility. Commercial networks must provide
assurance and maintain a backup so that mission-critical
communications can be operational when their network entities
are damaged. Therefore, commercial operators must perform site
hardening per requirements for this assurance [National Public
Safety Telecommunications Council (NPSTC), 2014]. However, a
compromise must be achieved between the necessary and desired
site hardening. Site hardening and sheltering across all locations and
infrastructure will be both financially and timely expensive which
may cause delays in initial service launch or limited coverage
(NPSTC, 2012b).

PSN users use some applications that are not available in
commercial network systems, such as group calls and device-to-
device (D2D) communication. Direct communication between
mobile devices when network coverage is not available is one of
the key features of the TETRA system. Proximity-based services
(ProSe) refer to the LTE version of this feature and are standardized
by 3GPP as D2D technology (3GPP, Dec. 2022d). In commercial
LTE networks, the communication between two user equipment
(UE) is established over the Enhanced UMTS Terrestrial Radio
Access Network (E-UTRAN) and LTE core. With the ProSe feature,
devices can communicate in two additional ways.

• Direct communication: UE can communicate directly among
themselves.

• Locally routed communication: UE can only communicate
over E-UTRAN without including LTE network in the
communication.

This feature is required for LTE to be a public safety system
technology. In addition, it can contribute significantly to reducing
the load of the network, and also allows communication outside the
normal coverage area (Ferrus and Sallent, 2015).

Additionally, in critical and emergency situations, commercial
networks can become overloaded and congested, causing some
applications to be out of service. For this reason, it is necessary to

prioritize and allocate resources when making a service-level
agreement (SLA) with commercial operators. Although there
are some standardized regulatory rules and services for
prioritization by 3GPP, the ability to ensure that critical
connections are established consistently is imperative for
mission-critical communications. It is possible to enable
prioritization for access to LTE network using the multimedia
priority service (MPS) application which ensures that high priority
sessions are delivered and completed. An access with a range of
priority levels is given to the authorized MPS subscribers. The QoS
characteristics of the evolved packet system (EPS) carriers that
administer the required preferred treatment are then selected using
these MPS levels. According to the network operator policy, the
policy and charging rules function (PCRF) entity decides which
QoS parameters should be configured, such as the guaranteed
bitrate and QoS class identifier for the EPS carrier. A logical
function entity known as RAN Congestion Awareness Function
(RCAF) gathers this information. It then reports to the PCRF as
RAN user plane Congestion Status (RCS) (3GPP, Dec. 2014a). In
addition to the QoS settings, the MPS priority level is used to
provide the MPS subscriber with special access categories used in
the evolved packet core (EPC). This method prevents
overcrowding of radio interface control channels by limiting the
access attempts by certain users (3GPP, Dec. 2021a; Ferrus et al.,
2013b). Moreover, an adaptive predetermined dedicated capacity
in a shared commercial network gives the required spectrum to
PSNs during crises. In this way, it increases the spectrum efficiency
by allowing the commercial use of the spectrum when it is not
required by the PSN (Borkar et al., 2011).

Table 3 summarizes the objective differences between
commercial network models and PPDR network models (Ferrus
and Sallent, 2015). When deploying and operating mobile networks,
MNOs seek to maximize their profits, hence their coverage is
determined by population density. On the contrary, PPDR
networks are established to protect the state, life, and property.
Therefore, regardless of the income, PPDR networks require full
coverage (including indoors, forests, and mountains). Another
difference is that the capacity of commercial networks is
determined by the busy hour of a regular day, and an outage is
possible but undesirable due to the customer and revenue loss. On

TABLE 3 Main differences between commercial networks and PPDR network.

Issue Commercial network PPDR network

Goals Maximize profit and revenue Protection of state, life, and property

Capacity Defined by “busy-hour” Defined by “worst-case” scenario

Coverage Population density Full coverage

Availability Outages undesirable Outages unacceptable

Communications One to one One-to-many, dynamic group calls

Data traffic Internet access Traffic usually between agencies

Subscriber information Owned by carrier Owned by agency

Prioritization Slight distinction Significant differentiation

Authentication Device authentication User authentication

Charging method Per minute, MB, message Quarterly or annual subscription
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the contrary, the worst case scenarios (such as earthquake and
national threat) determine the capacity of the PSNs and outages
are unacceptable as they may cause life loss or threats. Therefore,
most of the capacity is often unused, and resources are wasted. It
should be noted that the capacity sharing of the private–public safety
network approach can provide 15% of reduction of the costs
(Seybold, 2010). Network resources can be allocated to other
users by giving PSN user prioritization. Also, while commercial
network communication is one to one, PPDR communication is
dynamic and one to many. Commercial network data traffic is
essentially a compromise of internet access corresponding to
downloads. On the other hand, the data traffic of PPDR
networks remains mainly within the PSN agencies, which means
that the upload is more than the download. Therefore, network
planning of PPDR networks differs from that of commercial
networks. Also, subscriber information is confidential in PSNs,
and the agencies have user information. The PSNs store this
information, and authentication is done at the user level. In
commercial networks, prioritization is minimal and may vary
with the subscription level or application. By contrast, this
prioritization is critical in PPDR services and changes
dynamically based on the role and event level. Also, commercial
networks’ preferred charging methods are per minute for voice, per
GB for data, and per message for SMS. The PPDR charging methods
can be quarterly or annual subscriptions without measuring usage.

From a deployment perspective, there are two possible deployment
scenarios for PPDR services over commercial networks. The same
mobile broadband services can be offered to PSN users as public
customers or according to the specific requirements of PSN users.
As mentioned previously, the first option should be avoided as users of
PSN have different requirements than commercial users, such as
security, and must be prioritized. If the PSN operator chooses the
second option, then SLAs should be made on the specified aspects to
meet the requirements of the PSN users.

2.3 Hybrid solution

A combination of dedicated and commercial approaches is
called a hybrid solution. PPDR clients use dedicated PSNs for
mission-critical applications and commercial LTE networks for
the rest of the applications. According to the previous sections,
deploying a dedicated PSN will be time-consuming and costly,
especially in the beginning. On the other hand, commercial
networks may struggle to meet PPDR service requirements.
Therefore, using PSN services over commercial networks can be
hazardous from the points of security, resilience, coverage, and
mission-critical service requirements (Fantacci et al., 2016). For
these reasons, there is a trend toward implementing a hybrid
solution to deploy PPDR networks. Rather than just using
dedicated resources, the appropriate hybrid approach based on
infrastructure sharing can reduce the disadvantages while
preserving the advantages of the other two approaches.
Additionally, hybrid systems provide greater flexibility regarding
spectrum utilization, service administration, radio access
regulations, and area coverage.

As shown in Figure 1, the hybrid approach can be implemented
in four different ways. First, MNOs and PPDR authorities may

operate their services in different regions. Second, PPDR and public
users can share RAN. Third, in addition to the second option, PPDR
users have dedicated RAN, where PSN is operated as the MVNO.
Fourth, PSN has a dedicated CN in addition to the dedicated RAN so
that PSN is operated as an extended MVNO. These options can also
be seen as stages from the commercial model to the dedicated PSN
model. The example of Finland as a case study for this approach is
discussed in Section 5.5.

2.4 Core network deployments

The core network elements of LTE include mobility
management entity (MME), serving gateway (S-GW), packet data
network gateway (P-GW), home subscriber server (HSS), and PCRF.
The MME provides mobility and session management by acting as a
control node between the UE and BS. The S-GW provides routing
traffic between the LTE RAN and P-GW. The P-GW routes traffic
between the S-GW and other networks such as the internet. The HSS
stores client data and sends authentication messages to the MME.
The PCRF is responsible for measuring mobile data consumption
and providing QoS information to the P-GW (Jarwan et al., 2019).

Cellular CNs have a partially distributed and partially
centralized architecture. Possibly, the distributed architecture may
be sufficient to meet the rapidly increasing traffic requirements and
reduce the cost of CN installation (Chan et al., 2011). Because the
distributed network architecture avoids redundant routes in the
traffic flow. It can more easily scale increasing numbers of users
while allowing for dynamic mobility management that directs traffic
when a user requests support. Dynamic mobility management
increases network scalability and avoids signaling overhead and
unnecessary use of resources. For an LTE network, there are four
different network distribution schemes investigated in the literature.

• Centralized control plane (MME) and centralized data plane
(S-GW and P-GW): In this deployment scenario, the network
is simpler to maintain and operate than in the other scenarios.
Client systems, users, and servers can be easily added or
removed. On the other hand, in network failures, having a
single main server causes the entire system to crash (single
point of failure). In addition, collecting all user information on
a single main server creates a security risk in case of a possible
attack, and attackers can access all kinds of data from this
attack. In addition, the computing power that can be obtained
with a single server is limited. Therefore, using a centralized
system in large networks makes scalability difficult.

• Centralized control plane (MME) and distributed data plane
(S-GW and P-GW): With the distributed data plane, the signal
overhead will be reduced as the destinations will be more
specific. In addition, in the distributed architecture, the MME
can reduce latency by choosing the most appropriate S-GW.
Increasing the number of gateways is ineffective in increasing
capacity after a certain number. Therefore, the excessive
increase in cost can be prevented by choosing the optimum
number of gateways (Chan et al., 2011). Distributing the data
plane enables local video services by allowing edge
computations. Finally, centralizing the control plane makes
MME pooling, scaling, and redundancy impossible.
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• Distributed control plane (MME) and centralized data plane
(S-GW and P-GW): Distribution of the control plane improves
reliability and reduces the latency of mobility management
mechanisms such as handover. However, using a central
anchor point causes delays in the transmission to reach its
destination, whereas the systems with distributed control
planes ensure finding the optimal route and reduced
encapsulation overhead increases capacity (Chan et al.,
2011). In addition, the network is set up to provide
mobility support to each user. This results in the
unnecessary use of network resources in mobility support.

• Distributed control plane (MME) and distributed data plane
(S-GW and P-GW): As a final network distribution scheme,
distributed systems are more reliable than centralized systems.
Because they can serve multiple regions from independent
servers without connecting to a single server, the service can be
expanded as required by installing more servers to make
scalability easier. Furthermore, this system reduces the risk
of bottlenecks by distributing the processing load to different
servers. However, distributed systems are more constrained
and time consuming to deploy and maintain than centralized
systems, and each server must be optimized internally. Lastly,
distributed systems require coordination between different
servers in case of inter-server interruption or failures that
may result in service interruptions.

Summarizing different deployment scenarios, the central
systems have a simple structure, but delays are difficult to avoid.
They are also very susceptible to errors, and one failure can prevent
the entire network from working. In addition, increased overheads
reduce capacity, and resources are wasted while providing mobility
support. Increasing demand for resources makes it difficult to scale
and manage the network. On the other hand, distributed systems
increase complexity, although they can reduce latency. Distributed
systems are more resistant to failures, so the system can continue to
operate even if failures occur. Also, depending on whether the data
plane or control plane is deployed, two different overheads can be
reduced as mentioned in Chan et al. (2011). Resource usage can be
reduced by optimizing mobility support in distributed systems.
Finally, network scalability is easier, therefore the network can be
easily expanded and managed according to the increasing demand.

The distribution of the control plane is a process of pooling and
clustering a certain number of MMEs in a given geographical area
and is called MME pooling. MMEs in the same pool work as a single
MME, even though they are physically different devices. Pool
boundaries are determined, so connection problems do not arise
in places where the received signal strength decreases. MME pooling
provides geo-redundancy and increases capacity. MME handoff
within the same pool is operated by reducing the signaling
overhead and latency in the same pool. Additional MMEs can be
easily attached to the system in a planned manner and allow
maintenance without service interruption. According to Savic
(2011), the moderate deployment of MME reduces latency and
allows fast control signaling and call setup. It facilities MME
pooling/scaling and provides geo-redundancy of the MME. The
P-GW and S-GW should be deployed as distributed as possible. In
other words, they should be placed on the edge to provide local video
services, reduce latency, and distribute user traffic.

2.5 5G deployments

LTE network operators actively research the best 5G deployment
and migration options. However, this is not an easy task as it
depends on the operator’s current CN and RAN deployments.
Thus, there is no single option that is optimal for all operators.
Due to this reason, 3GPP has defined several architectures for 5G
deployment, as shown in Figure 2. In this figure, defined
architectures are standardized to provide backward compatibility
with LTE UE, enable utilization of some of the 5G features to the
new generation UE, and provide higher data rates via dual
connectivity to both LTE and 5G networks.

The options (Opt.) demonstrated in Figure 2 can be classified as
standalone (SA) and non-standalone (NSA). Opt. 1, 2, and 5 are the
SA architectures. Opt. 1 is the current state of the operator’s LTE
network. In a 5G deployment/migration scenario, every LTE
network starts from Opt. 1. Opt. 2 is the standalone 5G network
which is the end goal of every 5G deployment/migration process.
Opt. 5 is a scenario where 5G CN is deployed and used with ng-
eNBs. These ng-eNBs are enhanced versions of conventional
eNodeB; however, they do not support new physical layer
features of 5G. As such, Opt. 5 does not support features like
mmWave and multi-numerologies. The remaining options are
NSA architectures, defined for backward compatibility while
enabling some of the 5G features in the migration process. Opt.
3 allows new 5G physical layer features to be used in the network
while serving users from LTE EPC. In this option, eNodeB is the
master node that directs the 5G traffic into en-gNBs (en-gNB is a
gNB that can communicate with an eNB). In some extensions of
Opt. 3, it is possible to direct some of the traffic directly from EPC to
the en-gNB. Opt. 4 has an established 5G core and gNB network
with ng-eNBs. In this architecture, the master node is the gNB,
which steers some of its traffic to the ng-eNB according to the
operation scenario. Finally, Opt. 7 uses an established 5G core to
serve users mainly via ng-eNBs and uses gNBs to enhance data dates
via dual connectivity. In Opt. 7, the existing LTE RAN can utilize 5G
core features like network slicing. For more detailed information on
each architecture, readers are referred to 3GPP (2017).

Both 5G CN and RAN have drastic changes and improvements
over their LTE counterparts. Thus, direct deployment of a 5G
network or direct migration from LTE to 5G is infeasible.
Therefore, operators can achieve this migration in multiple
stages using the architectures defined in the standards. For
example, Opt. 1 → Opt. 3 → Opt. 2 is a possible approach for
commercial networks to achieve a 5G network. With this
approach, the operator can leverage its existing CN and RAN
infrastructure with added benefits and smoothly transition into the
5G network by efficiently deploying gNBs. However, for PSNs,
Opt. 1 → Opt. 7 → Opt. 2 seems more suitable. With annual
reports of the First Responder Network Authority (FirstNet)
[USA’s PSN authority—Federal Communications Commission
(FCC), 2012], most investments are made on the core side. This
makes sense since most public safety features involve the CN.
Therefore, public safety operators can establish a standalone 5G
core without steering away from their investment plans, which can
be used with their existing LTE RAN infrastructure for service. The
migration process can be planned in even more stages with a
mixture of defined architectures.
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3 Infrastructure sharing

Infrastructure, comprising electronic components, physical
sites, and towers, is a critical part of any wireless network. In
most cases, operators tend to deploy their infrastructure
independently. However, infrastructure sharing between different
operators has become increasingly popular due to cost (capital and
operating) cutting benefits. This strategy is also considered for PSNs;
however, in case of which, the following tradeoff should be
considered: the reduction in expenses due to sharing comes at
the cost of the operator’s flexibility and control over the network.

Infrastructure sharing can occur in three different ways
depending on the current situation of MNOs. In the first case,
one or more operators can deploy a network according to their
requirements. Second, operators can choose to merge their existing
networks, and this type of network sharing has significant cost
advantages. As a last option, one of the operators can agree to receive
resources and services from the other operator’s existing network
(Meddour et al., 2011). As the PSN migrates to LTE network, in any

active infrastructure sharing scenario, a sharing is most likely over
the last option since operators’ LTE networks are available and in
service.

According to GSMA (2012), Australian operators Telstra and
H3G have RAN sharing agreements, and Cyprus operators
Vodafone and Areeba have national roaming and site sharing
agreements. In Germany, the operator O2 uses the T-mobile
network for national roaming. In 2009, Tele2 and Telenor in
Sweden created a partnership to build a statewide 4G network
and share spectrum. Other operators have shared mobile
spectrum and network building costs (Systems, 2015). In
addition, the operators Vodafone and Orange in the
United Kingdom are preparing to share RAN. We have given
these examples for commercial sharing situations. The examples
of infrastructure sharing for PSNs will be detailed in Section 5.

A network architecture known as 5G network slicing makes it
possible to multiplex virtually separate logical networks on the same
physical network infrastructure (Rost et al., 2017). Each network
slice is an independent end-to-end network built to satisfy the

FIGURE 2
Defined 5G deployment architectures by 3GPP.
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demands of particular applications (Foukas et al., 2017). The idea of
network slicing may be seen as an alternative to network sharing
since it creates an end-to-end logical network that utilizes shared
infrastructure. According to the network slicing idea, RAN,
transport, and CN resources for the network provider are
virtualized, and all these resources may subsequently be
dynamically or permanently given to various MNOs (Ksentini
and Nikaein, 2017; Afolabi et al., 2018).

3.1 Passive sharing

Passive sharing involves sharing of the physical site and any
passive elements, such as towers, facilities, power supply devices, air
conditioning equipment, and backup systems (Nokia, 2014). In
other words, this enables the existence of independent networks
that share the physical environment and therefore do not require
coordination between the MNOs. The passive sharing of radio and
backhaul resources allows operators to control their resources,
resulting in reduced site rental and construction costs. The
different passive sharing options are described in the following
sections.

3.1.1 Site sharing
In a network deployment, the cost of network sites is often

unnecessarily expensive to operators. In this scenario, MNOs locate
their BSs on the same site and negotiate with each other regarding
site location selection. Each MNO uses its network equipment, so
sharing is only based on location as shown in Figure 3. The

advantages of site sharing are the costs associated with site
leasing and sharing energy resources among MNOs. For these
reasons, the site-sharing scenario is more likely to be used for the
PSN because it is the sharing scenario with the most straightforward
configuration.

Ordinarily, MNOs enter directly into a site-sharing
arrangement. However, permitting third parties, called tower
companies, have recently been included in such agreements to
provide towers to communications providers. In a PSN
deployment, operators can consider various site-sharing
agreements (Frisanco et al., 2008).

1. The commercial operator agrees to grant a PSN operator access
to their facility.

2. The commercial operator and PSN operator agree to grant access
to each other’s facilities.

3. The PSN operator and multiple commercial operators agree to
grant access to each other’s facilities.

In addition, both the MNO and PSN site owners are likely to
require the reuse of their current land mobile radio locations (NPSTC,
2012a). Therefore, the PSN administration has an advantage in the site-
sharing scenario. The PSNs request to migrate to the LTE network with
its legacy TETRA and P25 sites. They may make these sites available to
the partner operator by increasing the operator’s interest in making a
site-sharing agreement. This makes it possible for the operators to
provide service coverage in a wider geographical area, which is
especially attractive for operators bound by geographic coverage
restrictions.

FIGURE 3
Infrastructure sharing scenarios.
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3.1.2 Mast sharing
Mast sharing is a specific type of site sharing. In addition to site

sharing, MNOs share the same tower, rooftop, or antenna frame for
remote radio heads (RRUs) deployment as seen in Figure 3. Tower
sharing has some challenges. One of which is two or many MNOs
network services operating in the same physical place. Therefore, the
load-bearing capability of the towers, the azimuth angles of various
service providers, antenna tilt, and height should be considered by
the operators before making the contract (GSMA, 2012).

Also, according to NPSTC (2014), PSN networks require more
secure and reliable sites and towers than do commercial networks.
Accordingly, in the case of mast sharing, current masts might not be
built to fulfill the overhead requirements of operators who choose to
share the mast. However, new masts might be constructed with the
necessary final load-bearing capability. While existing masts may
support the higher weight, they might not have adequate room for
the new equipment. Therefore, they should be evaluated
independently (GSMA, 2012).

3.1.3 Backhaul sharing
The transport network that connects the mobile network’s CN

and RAN is referred to as mobile backhaul. Backhaul can be
established via wireless (mmWave or free space optical) or wired
(fiber) deployment. Wireless backhaul deployment is much more
profitable than fiber backhaul deployment in terms of the initial
deployment cost. However, mmWave backhaul imposes a high
OPEX cost, especially in urban areas where the frequency bands
become expensive and congested due to the existing spectrum
crunch (Feng et al., 2016). In addition, equipment is more
expensive at these frequencies. Also, the connection distance and
capacity of the infrastructure are more limited than is for fiber
(Sharma et al., 2021). Accordingly, once the fiber is installed, its
OPEX is lower than is for mmWaves.

According to Systems (2015), 80% of the fiber cost comes from
excavation and construction work. Due to the initial cost, it takes
18–20 years for the fiber to catch the mmWave in total cost, and this
time is excessive for the operator. With emerging technologies such
as micro-trenching, it may take 6–8 years for the fiber cost to catch
up with the mmWave cost. As a result, although the mmWave
capacity and operational costs are higher, it is more common than is
for fiber because of the initial cost being much lower. However, the
demand for fiber is increasing in the long term. On the top of these,
operators are becoming more interested in pooling backhaul
infrastructure as a way to reduce total network expenses. In
addition, railways are known to install fiber infrastructure on
train routes to fulfill the signaling function of trains. Since fiber
infrastructure is strong in countries with many railways, it may be
profitable to share infrastructure with railways in these countries.
This is explained in Section 6.

3.2 Active sharing

Active sharing means sharing active network elements (such as
antennas, radio nodes, node controllers, and switches) that are
commonly used by operators. In the locations data, traffic is
growing drastically, and active sharing can be risky as adopting
the current situation becomes difficult to manage due to operators’

conflict of interest. Conversely, active sharing is recommended to
reduce new network deployments where data traffic is limited. This
section is divided into two parts depending on which part of the
network (radio access or core) is shared.

3.2.1 Radio access network sharing
RAN sharing refers to two or more MNOs sharing RAN

equipment and network infrastructure. Instead of unfairly using
each other’s resources to generate income, MNOs should share fairly
in order to serve consumers more effectively according to SLAs.
Sharing the RAN infrastructure between two or more operators
makes it easy to generate large CAPEX savings in distant and rural
locations where coverage is the key design requirement for radio
network implementation. On the other hand, sharing physical sites
are sometimes the only practical solution for improving capacity in
urban regions with the shortages of available sites. However, this
often results in more hardware and a larger physical footprint on
each location (Nokia, 2014). In this section, we present various
distribution possibilities for RAN sharing.

3.2.1.1 Multi-operator radio access network
Figure 3 shows the multi-operator RAN (MORAN) sharing

scenarios. In the antenna sharing scenario, the RRU is shared by
MNOs. Radio units and the support system can be shared by using
baseband units (BBUs) from several MNOs. Operators have their
carriers and unique parameter configurations. One of the advantages
of using multiple BBUs is that MNOs can individually configure their
eNodeB to meet their QoS requirements. Since the RRUs are shared,
only BBU investment is required. However, the cost-benefit of this
sharing is limited as the costs of the transmission equipment and
antennas are relatively small (Meddour et al., 2011). Regarding
antenna sharing challenges, RRU sharing requires a spectrum
configuration. In addition, the RRU frequency range must
complement the spectrum of MNOs. Also, the difficulty of RRU
connection management increases if multiple BBUs are connected to
a single RRU. Moreover, RAN sharing can hurt QoS levels due to
reduced signal strength when antennas are combined. This represents
a reduction in output power and affects the network’s coverage, that is,
it may not meet that QoS parameters in some areas such as indoors.
However, this does not apply to the leading 3GPP RAN sharing
techniques (GSMA, 2012). According to Meddour et al. (2011),
commercial operators can experience CAPEX and OPEX savings
in the range of 20%–30% by sharing sites and antennas.

In the BS sharing scenario, BS is shared by MNOs. On the RAN
side, many carriers can be utilized individually by MNOs. However,
one common BBU is utilized for transport traffic aggregation, and
cells are linked to operator-owned carriers. As the advantages of this
scenario, each MNO aggregates mobile traffic on its carrier
frequencies and is fully compliant with regulatory authority
standards since S1 interfaces are standardized in 3GPP (3GPP,
Mar. 2022b). In addition, BBU expenditures are shared by
MNOs. When compared to other MORAN options, ensuring
QoS requirements will be comparatively/relatively simpler.
However, MNOs should have an agreement on QoS
requirements as there may be a conflict of interest in power
sharing since the ownership of BBU is discussible. Moreover,
different MNO carriers operate at the same BBU, therefore
management complexity of the BBU increases.
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In MME and BS scenarios, two or more MNOs can share BS and
MME. Since MME is attached to a BS, the number of signaling
control planes (CPs) is reduced when compared to the other
MORAN options. From the cost perspective, this option does not
require additional investment in MME, BBU, and RRU. This
scenario also has some difficulties. BS authentication is
conducted in MME (3GPP, Mar. 2022c). Therefore, this can
introduce security issues when the MME is shared. In addition,
MNOs may experience problems with the authentication of BS
because MNOs can use different CP signal parameters.

3.2.1.2 Multi-operator core network
Figure 3 shows the multi-operator core network (MOCN)

sharing scenario where the RAN part is completely shared that
includes the spectrum. MNOs share one BS at the cell site.
Meanwhile, they use different dedicated CNs. As an advantage,
this option saves the carriers from extra RAN investment burden
since the RAN portion is fully shared. When compared to the
MORAN scenarios, this option is easier to configure as the
frequency is also shared. Although the MOCN scenario is
assumed to be stable and permanently installed, it can also be
used dynamically by allowing radio access to be shared between
two ormore operators only during off-peak hours to save energy. No
anticipated changes to 3GPP standards are required for this
operation (3GPP, Jun. 2011). Since the ownership of BS is
discussible, operation on the RAN side is difficult. Moreover,
there are regulatory challenges for BBUs and carriers due to
traffic aggregation on the same nodes.

Additionally, MOCN networks must provide ProSe communication
between twoUE camped on the same radio access network but serviced by
separate MOCN public land mobile networks (PLMNs) according to
operator regulations (3GPP, Jun. 2013).

3.2.1.3 Gateway core network
Figure 3 shows the gateway core network (GWCN) sharing scenario,

where the S-GWandMMEare also shared asCN elements in addition to
RAN sharing. Since the S-GW, MME, and BS are shared, no additional
connections are required between the MNOs. The spectrum is shared
between the MNOs or allocated to each MNO separately. Due to the
huge number of virtualized terminals, MVNOs should employ this
technology instead of MNOs. As a result, the MVNO regulatory
permit may be necessary for MNOs. However, the threat of sharing
the MMEs responsible for the authentication and authorization of UE
complicates the installation of the GWCN on PSNs. It is desirable for
PSNs to have their ownMMEs (Jarwan et al., 2019) since the information
on roaming and access restrictions must always be provided to the eNBs
by theMME in theGWCN sharing scenarios (3GPP,Mar. 2022a). In the
GWCN scenario, an overload initialization procedure is applied as a
solution when there is an MME overload since the MME is shared. This
is to notify the relevant BS to reduce the signal load regardless of whether
an operator exceeds the limit (3GPP, Jun. 2014b).

It is stated that in all RAN sharing scenarios, the RAN part
should be configured according to the different requirements of the
operators. Contrary to the use of similar assets, creating a truly fair
and value-based share requires an equal exchange of guaranteed
performance. Therefore, a performance monitoring system is
required that evaluates current throughput and bandwidth usage
along with key performance indicators (KPIs) such as latency,

latency ripple, and packet loss. Carriers can establish and
maintain significant SLAs with such a framework. Both operators
benefit from increased network coverage and revenue potential
when shared assets are used, and fair performance metrics and
reporting are also provided to ensure accountability and equal access
(Accedian, 2015). Performance monitoring for RAN sharing
provides several benefits. It allows carriers to reduce costs by
allocating RAN resources fairly based on usage, enables operators
to meet SLAs, and supports capacity planning.

3.2.2 Core network sharing
Servers, core network components, and radio equipment

sharing are all included in core network sharing. Hardware
such as switching centers with HSS, PCRF billing platforms,
and systems also correspond to logical entities of the CN,
which include equipment identity register (EIR) functions. EIR
functions can be expensive, so operators find it appealing to share
these resources (GSMA, 2012). However, the CN carries out
several crucial tasks in delivering the operator’s services and
holds a wealth of sensitive data about the operator’s operations.
As a result, sharing a CN across competing operators might be
challenging. However, there are alternative forms of sharing,
such as national roaming or the creation of MVNO where
operators can utilize the same underlying network to deliver
their services (Meddour et al., 2011).

The PSN services that share a CN with commercial operators
can reduce the traffic load and cost of the network. On the other
hand, the commercial operator has the right to carry out package
inspections at the P-GWs (3GPP, Mar. 2021b). Accordingly, the
commercial operator can inspect PSN communications. Therefore, a
possible sharing scenario will require encryption at the application
layer. In addition, the HSS should be separate for security, and each
operator should keep their clients’ databases for security measures.
Moreover, the commercial operator will be required to make
arrangements on the CN, and the workload on commercial
gateways will increase according to the non-shared scenario. In
the scenario where PSN services are hosted within a private CN,
service quality is consistently maintained because workload
planning is based on the gateway. Furthermore, security is
enhanced due to the PSN’s isolation from external networks.

3.3 Network roaming

Network roaming, within the scope of network sharing,
means that an operator provides services to their clients with
resources that do not belong to them by using the infrastructure
of another operator. Although traffic from one operator’s
subscriber is being transported and routed via another
operator’s network, network roaming can be seen as a type of
infrastructure sharing. However, common network elements are
unnecessary for this sharing to occur. As long as the two MNOs
have a roaming agreement, roaming is permitted. The following
categories can be used to classify roaming, national roaming,
international roaming, and inter-system roaming (GSMA, 2012).

• National roaming usually occurs between competing
providers within the same nation, providing services in the
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same or different geographic areas. This is especially useful for
a site that operators allocate in low-income regions due to low
subscriber density.

• International roaming is similar to national roaming in some
ways, except that roaming is done between carriers in different
countries. In this way, customers can use their phones as usual
while traveling abroad. International roaming is more
complicated than national roaming, as various authorities
in different countries assign different frequency bands to
the same technology. Accordingly, handsets are operable in
different bands.

• Inter-system roaming occurs between networks using various
standards and different architectures, as in broadband LTE
and TETRA roaming. Inter-system roaming provides a way
for new platforms to provide the same level of coverage as a
network installed before release. In this way, inter-system
roaming often facilitates the implementation of new
standards and technologies.

Moreover, according to 3GPP (Sep. 2018), each CN operator
must be allowed to set the roaming contracts in the event of MOCN
shared network deployment.

4 Roadmap to cost analysis

In this section, LTE coverage and capacity dimensioning is
explained and a roadmap to cost analysis is made. Then, the
required number of sites is found according to the dimensioning
analysis. Next, the cost model of radio access elements is given, and
insights about the cost is made depending on the RAN and passive
elements of infrastructure.

The first stage of network planning is dimensioning, which
involves determining the number and capacity of the network
components necessary to provide sufficient QoS to its users.
Dimensioning is predicated on a particular set of input
parameters, and the outcomes are only pertinent to that
particular set of parameters that include the considered region
and anticipated traffic.

4.1 Coverage dimensioning

Coverage dimensioning is achieved using radio link budgeting
and propagation models as explained in the following sections.

4.1.1 Radio link budget
Radio link budget specifies the largest region that a base station

may cover. The service throughput specified by the cell edge user
corresponds to a required signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio
(SINR) level at the receiver which is used to compute the
maximum allowable path loss (MAPL). By using proper
propagation models, the MAPL is transformed to distance. In
coverage dimensioning, this distance or radius of the cell is used
to calculate the number of sites required to cover the entire region
(Huawei, 2010).

It is important to note that the characteristics of the deployment
region of the network (dense urban, urban, suburban, rural, etc.) are

decisive for the link budget results due to different propagation loss
characteristics. For calculating the required number of sites, first,
effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) and minimum signal
strength required (MSSR) must be calculated, then MAPL
calculation must be made separately for downlink (DL) and
uplink (UL) according to these calculations (Chanie, 2020). The
maximum allowable attenuation of the radio wave at the air
interface, depending on the propagation patterns is expressed as

MAPL � EIRP −MSSR +∑Gain −∑ Loss −∑Margin, (1)
where margins refer to the power used to mitigate interference
and fading. The possible losses in this equation include
penetration loss, body loss, and feeder loss. Gains are obtained
from diversity, antenna, etc. The MAPL has different values for
the transmission medium, as well as for the DL and UL. For LTE-
based PSN UE with no external antennas, the EIRP and MSSR are
given as

EIRP � Subcarrier Power − Feeder Loss + AntennaGain
MSSR � Receiver Sensitivity − AntennaGain + Body Loss.

(2)

Since transmission in the UL will be fromUE to BS, the body loss
and feeder loss will be swapped in the EIRP and MSSR formulas
because body loss originates fromUE and feeder loss originates from
external antennas.

We can formulate the receiver sensitivity, which indicates the
MSSR to enable decoding by a BS or UE if there is no interference as

Receiver Sensitivity � Noise Figure + Required SINR

+ ThermalNoise. (3)

Extra path loss is incurred when a signal traverses from the
outdoor to an indoor environment, referred to as the penetration
loss, caused by the structure/material of the building. It differs on
every clutter type, such as approximately 15 dB rural loss, 8 dB
urban loss, and 6 dB indoor/in-vehicle loss (Chanie, 2020).
Feeder loss is the term used to describe signal loss caused by
the devices in the antenna’s path to the receiver. Body loss occurs
when a terminal antenna is placed close to the body, blocking and
absorbing the signal. The BS that affects the DL budget and
terminal side that affects the UL budget should consider the
transmitter power.

Antenna gain defines the power density ratio of signals
produced from the same point by the actual and theoretical
antenna when the input power is the same. The interference
margin describes the increase in terminal noise level caused by
user interference. There is a trade-off between capacity and
coverage in cellular technologies, as the interference margin
highly depends on the actual projected capacity. The blockage
caused by a structure or natural feature is called slow fading
margin or shadow fading. According to statistics, the average
signal levels received over a given distance follow the log-normal
distribution with time and location.

The SINR is the primary LTE performance metric. Cell edge
distance is defined by the required SINR for the minimum
throughput for the served users. As a result, the correctness of
the radio link budgeting and dimensioning processes enable
efficient/accurate/better cell deployment. Exemplary modulation
and coding scheme (MCS) and the propagation channel model
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impact the required SINR. Higher modulation orders require a
higher SINR. The Shannon formula C = BW log2(1 + SINR) may
be used to get the capacity for the target SINR, where C and BW refer
to channel capacity and bandwidth, respectively.

These parameters are the client specifications that guarantee
delivery of the service requested by the user. The site radius and the
total number of sites are determined using the cell edge performance
criterion. There are three ways to improve cell edge performance.
These include figuring out the lowest data rate for maximum
coverage at the cell edge, adaptive modulation and coding, and
establishing larger cell radius.

The LTE can function in the 700, 1,800, and 2,600 MHz bands.
Knowing the geographic conditions of the target region, SINR
distribution information, and channel types (car, pedestrian) are
also necessary.

4.1.2 Propagation models
The link budget heavily relies on the radio propagation

model. An appropriate propagation model accounts for the
maximum path loss and enables an assessment of the
maximum cell coverage area. The number of BSs necessary to
cover the desired geographic region is determined by the cell
coverage area. The cell’s coverage area will change depending on
the chosen carrier frequency. As the carrier frequency decreases,
cell coverage area increases.

There are two types of radio propagation patterns: indoor and
outdoor. Different elements play a role in these propagation
patterns. Obstructions in the propagation path such as
structures and trees should be considered for outdoor
environments. Different configurations result in different rates
of signal loss. The least amount of fading occurs while spreading
in open space. In urban or suburban regions, radio waves
attenuate more than they do in free space. Moreover, we see
the highest fading rates in the dense urban environments. Low RF
transmit power, a small coverage area, and dynamic
environmental variations are characteristics of the indoor
propagation model. Frequency band and deployment region
type (transmission medium) affect how signals propagate. The
Okumura–Hata and Longley–Rice models are mentioned in
(Abebe, 2019), and cell radius formulas are given according to
these propagation models.

The formula for cell radius (R) in kilometers for free space,
depending on carrier frequency (fc) inMHz and path loss (PL) in dB,
is given as (Cerwin, 2019)

R � 10 MAPL−32.5−20 log fc( )( )/20. (4)
The formula of the Okumura–Hata model, which is much more

realistic than the free space model for urban areas, is given as
(Rappaport et al., 1996)

R � 10 MAPL−69.55−26.16 log fc( )+13.82 log ht( )+Cf hr( )( )/ 44.9−6.55 log ht( )( ), (5)
where ht, hr, and Cf refer to the effective transmitter, receiver heights,
and correction factor, respectively. The formula of the Longley–Rice
model, which is not only more accurate with accurate terrain
elevation data but also more computationally intensive
(Kasampalis et al., 2014) for urban areas Line of sight scenario, is
given as (Longley, 1968)

R � W e
MAPL−Ae

k2
ln 10 ×

k1 ln 10
k2

( ) k2
k1 ln 10

, (6)

where k1, k2, andW() refer to slopes of a smooth curve and Lambert
W function. Ae corresponds to A0 − k1d0 − k2 log d0, where d0 is the
reference distance and A0 is the computed attenuation at this
distance. The site coverage areas can be found on the basis of the
computed cell radius.

Site areas are found on the basis of sectorization. If a site coverage
is omnidirectional, then the coverage area can be found from
3

�
3

√
R2/2 � 2.59R2. If a site is sectorized with directional sectors,

then the coverage area can be found from 9
�
3

√
R2/8 � 1.95R2. For

most cases, it appears that these two models should be mixed. The
total number of sites based on coverage is obtained by dividing the
required coverage area by the site coverage area.

4.2 Capacity dimensioning

The coverage dimensioning procedure is then followed by
capacity dimensioning. The capacity analysis provides a
prediction of the number of sites that are required to transfer the
anticipated traffic over the coverage region. This process determines
if the system can support the determined load with the current site
density or if additional sites are required.

The total number of eNodeBs placed in the network determines
the network’s theoretical capacity. Various phenomena impact cell
capacity in LTE, such as interference intensity and packet scheduler
implementation. LTE capacity dimensioning aims to determine the
network’s packet switch throughput depending on each user’s
channel condition and available bandwidth.

Cell average throughput calculations are done together with
configuration analysis for capacity analysis. Then, the number of
supported subscribers per cell is calculated with the help of traffic
model analysis. Then, if the number of eNodeBs found from the
coverage analysis meets the total subscriber capacity requirements,
the number of eNodeBs will be the same obtained from the coverage
analysis. Otherwise, the number of eNodeBs should be adjusted
according to the capacity requirements.

Examples for configuration analysis can be given as a selection of
frequency reuse mode, bandwidth, carrier configurations, multiple-
input and multiple-output (MIMO) configurations, etc. Traffic
model analysis specifies customer requirements, such as target
user’s number, active user ratio, service bearing rate,
overbooking, cell edge access rate, and average data rate. Single
site capacity is calculated from system simulation after configuration
analysis from eNodeB capacity. Cell average throughput can be
calculated as (Syed, 2009)

∑N
i�1

Pi × Throughputi, (7)

where Pi is the probability corresponding to the carrier-to-
interference-and-noise ratio (CINR) and cell average Throughputi
is the throughput calculated on the basis of the CINR. Network
throughput can be calculated by multiplying single-user throughput
by the number of users. It is then divided by the number of eNodeB
found from the coverage analysis. If the result satisfies the cell
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average throughput, the eNodeB number has been found; otherwise,
it is adjusted back to the capacity requirements. CN capacity
dimensioning is done in a similar fashion. The number of UE is
considered as the capacity when determining the number of MMEs
and HSSs required to deploy a network. On the other hand, the
operational capacities of the S-GW and P-GW are calculated over
throughput.

In order to meet the requirements of PPDR services, EPC units
must not exceed a specific load. Both for this reason and to ensure
the geographical redundancy of the system, the deployment plans of
the units should be made accordingly. For the health of the PSNs, the
average loads of the units should be kept at 80% (Checko et al.,
2012). In order to keep the network load at this level, the CN
capacity dimensioning should be done over these ratios.

When the load capacities determined by the configuration
exceed, the EPC units can allow the communication to continue
by redirecting traffic over distributed network elements. MME
backup is not required in a distributed deployment scenario as
the MMEs are easily interchangeable. However, with the use of
backup MMEs in centralized distribution, when the MME capacity
exceeds 80%, requests to this MME are forwarded to the backup
MME. After CN capacity dimensioning, a distributed deployment
architecture can be applied to meet the latency requirements of
PPDR services. In a way, this can be seen as CN coverage
dimensioning.

4.3 Case study for cost model

In this section, we delve into a case study focusing on installing
broadband PSN on commercial LTE sites, based on a technical paper
(Seybold, 2010). Additionally, we incorporate the cost ratios for
establishing independent PSN sites in rural areas from the same
study, subjecting them to joint analysis. This reference is the source
for underlying equipment and CAPEX assumptions. Nonetheless,
recognizing the potential for cost fluctuations over time, our study
exclusively offers a case study on cost model ratios. We present
preliminary insights into potential installation cost reductions
achievable through various sharing scenarios outlined in Section
3 for PSN site deployment. Furthermore, we quantify the
incremental cost changes for these configurations as percentages.
The calculations and methodologies are briefly summarized in

Seybold (2010) for an in-depth understanding. Given the lack of
reliable sources about cost components on the internet, our cost
analysis in this section is predicated on a singular basis. The primary
objective of this section is to furnish an approximate cost recovery
projection within infrastructure sharing scenarios rather than offer
an exhaustive cost breakdown.

The technical paper encompassing the broadband network cost
model contains six distinct PSN installation configurations for LTE
cells, alongside two standalone rural PSN site installation
configurations. Table 4 provides a comprehensive overview of the
cost escalation percentages for varying PSN upgrades or new
installations. The following section focuses on the features and
essential aspects of these configurations and why there is a price
difference between them.

• Configuration-1: Non-Rural Site Upgrade Configuration with
Coax and 22.5 m tower height

The cost components of this scenario can be summarized as
follows: cables, tower connection material, MIMO antenna, eNodeB,
eNodeB termination fiber Ethernet, engineering, and installation.
Tower connection materials are employed twice due to the coaxial
cable being wound twice per sector, doubling the cost. In the context
of three sectors, their respective costs are multiplied by three, as
antennas supporting the MIMO technology are a requisite for each
sector. Except for engineering, installation, eNodeB, and connection
costs, the expenses for this equipment are regarded as the three-
sector cost for the subsequent case study.

• Configuration-2: Non-Rural Site Upgrade Configuration with
Coax and 45 m tower height

In this configuration, the three-sector cost can increase by
117% due to the necessity of tower-mounted amplifiers.
Additionally, engineering and installation costs may
experience an 18% rise, as these expenses can be computed to
be 40% of the total equipment cost (Seybold, 2010). If we analyze
these configuration preferences with regard to the tower height,
we can identify scenarios that fall into non-rural categories, such
as urban and suburban areas. In urban areas, where the usage
density is generally higher, capacity may be emphasized. Low
tower height and narrow coverage area might be necessary to

TABLE 4 Cost increase percentages for different configurations of PSN.

Percentages Conf-1 (%) Conf-2 (%) Conf-3 (%) Conf-4 (%) Conf-5 (%) Conf-6 (%) Conf-7 (%) Conf-8 (%)

Conf-1 0 18 24 24 171 169 357 355

Conf-2 18 0 5 5 130 128 287 285

Conf-3 24 5 0 0 119 117 269 267

Conf-4 24 5 0 0 118 117 117 268

Conf-5 171 130 119 118 0 −1 68 68

Conf-6 169 128 117 117 −1 0 70 69

Conf-7 357 287 269 117 68 70 0 0

Conf-8 355 285 267 268 68 69 0 0

Conf, configuration.
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serve more capacity efficiently within a confined space. This may
also help prevent inter-cell interference.

• Configuration-3: Non-Rural Site Upgrade Configuration with
Fiber and 22.5 m tower height

When a fiber cable connects equipment, a remote radio head
(RRH)must be added. In addition, because the contents of the cables
and tower connection materials change, the cost of the three sectors
may increase by 155% when compared to the tower height of 22.5 m
and the coaxial cable configuration.

• Configuration-4: Non-Rural Site Upgrade Configuration with
Fiber and 45 m tower height

In contrast to the scenario involving the use of the coaxial cable,
there is minimal cost variation when doubling the tower height. This
is due to the fact that the RRH is not duplicated with the increase in
tower height, and it is a component that constitutes the majority of
the costs.

• Configuration-5: Rural Site Upgrade Configuration with
Coax and 67.5 m tower height

The equipment remains consistent with that of the non-rural
scenario. Up to this point, the costs mentioned pertain to the RAN
portion, encompassing the three-sector cost and eNodeB expenses.
In addition to these costs, two supplementary expenses are
associated with upgrading an existing LTE site in rural scenarios:
microwave equipment for backhaul and hardening. Regarding tower
height, rural areas are expected to have a lower density of users,
making coverage a primary concern in contrast to non-rural areas.
Employing high tower structures helps prevent unnecessary site
installations and provides service over a wider coverage area.

• Configuration-6: Rural Site Upgrade Configuration with
Fiber and 67.5 m tower height

The cost can be potentially reduced by 1.6% when compared to
the coaxial cable configuration due to the increased cost of the
tower-mounted amplifier. It should be noted that upgrading LTE
cell sites to the PS network inherently involves mast and site sharing.

• Configuration-7: Rural Site Installation Configuration with
Coax and 67.5 m tower height

Additional payment is required for site acquisition and
construction for a completely new installation. Site installation
costs may be 68% higher than site upgrades for the coax-cable
configuration.

• Configuration-8: Rural Site Installation Configuration with
Fiber and 67.5 m tower height

Site installation may cost 69% more than does site upgrading for
the fiber cable configuration for the same reasons.

As part of the case study, we compare the cost item ratios across
the eight scenarios depicted in Figure 4. The comparison reveals

that, for non-rural configurations, a substantial portion of the cost is
attributed to the eNodeB component. By contrast, rural
configuration costs are more diversified, encompassing hardening
and microwave equipment expenses. This distinction becomes even
more pronounced when considering site acquisition and
construction in new PSN site installations.

Fronthaul is characterized as the fiber-optic link within the
radio access network (RAN) framework, connecting the
baseband unit (BBU) and remote radio head (RRH).
Conventional coaxial systems on existing cell towers
worldwide are undergoing a comprehensive transformation.
The outdated and resource-intensive copper cables, known for
their size, cost, and high power consumption, are being removed
and substituted with fiber optic cables. This transition to fiber
optics provides enhanced capacity and greater reach and
introduces heightened scalability. This improved infrastructure
ensures sustained expansion of coverage and bandwidth, all while
delivering cost-effectiveness well into the future (Macknofsky,
2015). As the utilization of fiber cables has gained popularity, this
analysis exclusively focuses on fiber cable configurations (Wake
et al., 2004; Systems, 2015). Based on the provided data, we can
derive insights concerning cost savings for two of the MORAN
scenarios and passive infrastructure sharing in the deployment of
PSN sites.

1. Site sharing: In installing the rural site configuration, as depicted
in Figure 4, site acquisition constitutes approximately 16% of the
total cost. Therefore, by establishing a site-sharing agreement
with MNOs, it is possible to mitigate 16% of the cost.
Unfortunately, we cannot provide any cost-related information
concerning site andmast sharing for new installations in the non-
rural scenario due to the absence of available cost data.

2. Mast sharing: In addition to the cost of site acquisition in site
sharing, the construction cost is also eliminated in the mast
sharing scenario. Therefore, 41% cost savings can be achieved by
making a mast sharing agreement with the MNOs.

3. Antenna sharing: Antenna sharing saves the PPDR operator
from the cost of the three sectors and passive infrastructure cost.
In non-rural scenarios, sharing antennas with MNOs can save
23% of equipment costs in the three sectors. There will also be
savings in engineering and installation costs, which account for
40% of the three-sector cost. In other words, a total of 51%
savings can be achieved. For the upgraded and newly installed
PSN in rural scenarios, sharing antennas can lead to 11% and
7% cost savings, respectively, as shown in Figure 4. This
translates to 24% and 56% savings, respectively, covering the
costs of engineering and installation, site acquisition, and
construction.

4. BS sharing: Base station sharing will save eNodeB costs and costs
of the three sectors within the RAN portion. In non-rural
scenarios, when the PPDR operators engage in BS sharing,
they can achieve savings of 23% for three sectors, 28% for
engineering and installation, and 49% for eNodeB costs, as
depicted in Figure 4. This signifies that the PPDR operator
incurs no expenses beyond the infrastructure sharing contract
fee with the MNOs. For scenarios involving the upgrading and
installation of new rural sites, all costs except for the hardening
cost will be eliminated. This could lead to cost savings of 67% for
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upgrade configurations and 81% for new installation
configurations.

The case study demonstrates that some infrastructure-
sharing scenarios can result in substantial cost savings. In
other sharing scenarios, the greater the degree of sharing, the
more significant the cost savings. However, when negotiating
contracts with mobile operators, it is essential to consider the
factors specified in Section 3, such as the QoS requirements of
PPDR users.

5 Country applications

5.1 United States

The idea of establishing a public safety broadband network
(PSBN) comes with the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation
Act of 2012 (which will be referred to as the Public Safety Spectrum
Act). The Public Safety Spectrum Act establishes the FirstNet to
oversee the construction and operation of this network (FCC, 2012).
To start off the network construction, the Congress had allocated
FirstNet $7 billion and 20 MHz of 700 MHz (758–768/

788–798 MHz) broadband spectrum (FirstNet, 2015). The Public
Safety Spectrum Act specifies that the PSBN consists of CN and
RAN that feature the following:

• The CN for the PSBN consists of national and regional data
centers and other elements and functions that may be
distributed geographically, all of which shall be based on
commercial standards and provide the connectivity between
the radio access network and public internet or public
switched network or both.

• The RAN for the PSBN consists of all cell site equipment,
antennas, and backhaul equipment, based on commercial
standards that are required to enable wireless
communications with devices, using the public safety
broadband spectrum and shall be developed, constructed,
managed, maintained, and operated taking into account the
plans developed in the state, local, and tribal planning.

Since the Public Safety Spectrum Act had nothing to prevent
private partnerships and required PSBN from being based on
commercial standards, FirstNet released a request for proposal
(RFP) in January 2016 (FirstNet, 2016), and in March 2017,
FirstNet awarded AT&T with a 25-year contract (FirstNet, 2017).

FIGURE 4
Ratios of PSN upgrade and installation cost items.
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Figure 5 summarizes the financial model of the partnership between
FirstNet and AT&T. In this partnership, FirstNet allows
monetization of its 20 MHz spectrum and $6.5 billion over
5 years. Public safety spectrum access has interesting benefits
itself. These benefits (Gallagher, 2018) are

1. Public safety spectrum is not limited to a defined
geographical area.

2. Permit for the use of higher powered devices that can provide
wider coverage for the 700 MHz spectrum licensed for public
safety use.

3. For the 700 MHz spectrum, AT&T authorized to monetize does
not count against spectrum holding limits set for wireless carriers
by the FCC.

In return, AT&T gives access to their network assets which are
valued at about $180 billion, brings their expertise for the operation of
the PSBN, and allows self-sustainability to FirstNet through annual
payments. Partner AT&T has to invest about $40 billion using its
revenue, and by legislation, FirstNet has to reinvest any revenue that
exceeds its base operating costs into the network. Due to legislation and
technical concerns, the PSBN must operate with a standalone core.
According to these constraints, AT&T has developed a solution for
FirstNet. Within 1 year, the standalone FirstNet core was launched for
public safety users, and AT&T’s solution allowed the FirstNet core to
operate by accessing AT&T’s all spectrum and RAN (FirstNet, 2018).
Through prioritization and preemption, public safety users benefited
from the premium service offered by the nationwide PSN in a very short
time. Through the revenues that AT&T and FirstNet produced, the
network has continued to expand its coverage and network capabilities
to serve more users anywhere in the country. Notably, the
improvements in coverage affect AT&T’s service quality since
deployed RANs can also serve commercial users of AT&T. USA’s

approach to PSBN deployment showcases how much a public–private
partnership can benefit commercial and PSN operators.

5.2 Korea

The Republic of Korea’s necessity for a dedicated PSBN has
shown itself during the sinking of MV Sewol in 2014. Out of
476 passengers and crew, 304 died in the disaster (Park and
Hancocks, 2015). During the incident, first responder authorities
were criticized for poor handling of the disaster (Jin and Song, 2017).
However, the main reason for the ineffectiveness of first responders
was due to the outage of communications due to excessive usage at a
moment of urgency (Choi and Kim, 2015; Kang, 2015). Following
the Sewol incident, mission-critical LTE with 3GPP Release 13 was
selected for Korea’s PSBN in July 2014, and 20 MHz from Band 28
(718–728/773–783 MHz) was allocated in December 2014 (Hong
and Kim, 2019).

South Korea’s PSBN (Safe-Net) implements the “All Four One”
design philosophy to provide nationwide coverage economically. This
approach features the usage of the 700 MHz spectrum allocated for
public safety that is shared between public safety long-term evolution
(PS-LTE), railways (LTE-R), and maritime (LTE-M) as an enormous
interconnected network. In this sense, the deployment of Safe-Net
involves the deployment of three private networks interconnected
with each other. “All FourOne” solution involves four different classes
of solutions interworking to achieve one unified PSBN. These
solutions include fixed and mobile base stations deployed,
operated, and maintained by the PS-LTE network, interworking
with RAN and CN of commercial networks, and interworking
with other networks built for public safety (LTE-R, LTE-M,
TETRA). Instead of opting for a complete RAN sharing in
FirstNet’s case, Safe-Net decided to have its own RAN in highly

FIGURE 5
Financial model of the public–private partnership between FirstNet and AT&T.
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populated areas and use commercial networks’ enormous LTE
coverage (Telecom, 2022) to give service in underground areas,
indoor areas, and rural regions. Finally, other networks would be
utilized as sub or main solutions in their respective scenarios. Table 5
summarizes the use-cases of these solutions.

Samsung has collaborated with the CN operator for Safe-Net in
Korea KT to build the network (Samsung, 2019). PS-LTE, LTE-R, and
LTE-M all have different ownerships and deployment plans. The PS-
LTE network is owned by the Ministry of the Interior and Safety. The
total budget (deployment and operation) for the PS-LTE project is
about 1.48 trillion KRW ($1.08 billion). In total, three core networks,
15,000 base stations, and 240,000 user equipment are estimated to be
deployed to the field (Hong and Kim, 2019). PS-LTE deployment
started with pilot projects in November 2015 and was completed in
March 2021 (Kim, 2021). LTE-R network is owned by the Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure, and Transportation. LTE-R network
deployment consists of migration from VHF systems for normal
train/trunked radio system (TRS) for high-speed trains to LTE-R. The
main project track is estimated to be 4,856 km. The LTE-R network is
expected to deploy two core networks, 65,000 base stations, and
10,000 user equipment until 2027 (Kim, 2021). Finally, LTE-M that is
owned by the Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries started at its
development stage in 2016 with pilot projects and was completed
in December 2020. Through LTE-M, Korea has provided coverage up
to 100 km in its waters and launched its user service in 2021. Overall,
two core networks, 700 base stations, and 35 k routers have been
employed for the LTE-M network.

The “All Four One” approach is a unique approach that South
Korea has come up with to provide nationwide coverage in an
economical manner. However, as three different networks share the
same spectrum, co-channel interference is one of the significant
challenges, especially between PS-LTE and LTE-R networks. Later
sections cover the analysis and solutions proposed in the literature
for PS-LTE and LTE-R coexistence. Nonetheless, the “All Four One”
approach is a very plausible design philosophy for countries with a
small land mass that allows very efficient spectrum usage for
multiple objectives.

5.3 United Kingdom

Airwave is a TETRA-based narrowband private network that
serves emergency users in the United Kingdom. This system has a
geographical coverage of 99% and population coverage of 98%
(Ferrus and Sallent, 2015). Although the Airwave system still
performs well today, it is costly to operate. This reason is the
basis for the United Kingdom’s eagerness to replace Airwave
with an LTE-based system for public safety users (General, 2016).
This LTE-based system is called Emergency Services Network
(ESN), and it provides integrated critical voice and broadband
data services to its users. The ESN is jointly funded by the Home
Office, Department of Health & Social Care, the Scottish and Welsh
Governments, and by the emergency services (General, 2019). It is
forecast to cost up to £9.3 billion in 2037 as compared to £12 billion
for the Airwave system, with a break-even point in July 2029. For
providing ESN, the Home Office awarded three main contracts in
2015 to Everything Everywhere (EE) for priority access to its existing
networks—Motorola Solutions, United Kingdom—to provide the

necessary software and systems, and Kellogg, Brown, and Root
(KBR) to be the Home Office’s delivery partner. Apart from
these three main contracts, there were also a few contracts with
Vodafone in 2016 and Samsung in 2017.

For a better grasp on the ESN solution, it is beneficial to check on
the public safety spectrum situation in Europe. The Electronic
Communications Committee (ECC) within the European
Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations
(CEPT) has allocated 5 × 2 MHz (698–703/753–758 MHz) and
3 × 2 MHz (733–736/788–791 MHz) bands for broadband public
safety uses. However, according to our investigation, there are
several problems that have risen from this allocation:

• There is the problem with supplying chipsets that support
698–703 MHz. Hence, it is difficult to utilize 5 × 2 MHz
allocated for public safety.

• Fractured spectrum allocation (3 × 2 MHz, 5 × 2 MHz) that
complicates hardware design.

• 5 × 2 MHz and 3 × 2 MHz is only enough to guarantee mission
critical voice service.

Every European country that complies with this spectrum
allocation has issues migrating from narrowband PSNs into
broadband networks. Therefore, we can see unique solutions for
each European country on this issue. The United Kingdom
commercialized its public safety spectrum to EE and gained
access to both LTE spectrum and RAN that EE owns. In this
way, public safety users gain prioritized access to EE’s spectrum
similar to FirstNet. The ESN solution can be summarized as follows:

• ESN users access the network via EE commercial RAN.
Accordingly, EE has to increase the coverage of its mobile
network to match the requirements.

• The ESN will have its dedicated core to support mission
critical requirements and security for its users. In line with
this, EE will deploy its part of the CN with Motorola Solutions
for the ESN. Furthermore, Motorola Solutions will develop
public safety applications as well.

• The link between the CN and control room will be provided
by KBR.

The ESN is a unique solution that utilizes a similar structure to
FirstNet without any dedicated spectrum. It is an interesting
example that showcases that difference in spectrum allocations in
different regions significantly impacts the migration process. The
United Kingdom’s case also demonstrates that a dedicated network
such as that in Korea is very difficult to realize for European
countries. Hence, for PSBN solutions, European countries have to
rely on commercial networks in one way or another due to
insufficient spectrum.

5.4 Belgium

ASTRID is a government-owned corporation that was
founded in 1998 and is responsible for operating the PSN in
Belgium. ASTRID first served its users through a TETRA-based
network. Later in 2014, ASTRID launched a broadband service
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called Blue Light Mobile (BLM). BLM allowed its subscribers to
be served with a priority from commercial 3G networks. ASTRID
has settled with Belgium’s three commercial networks Proximus,
Mobistar, and Base. ASTRID has become an MVNO and
managed its own subscriber identity module (SIM) cards.
These SIM cards have their preferred network, which can be
changed manually by the user or automatically when the coverage
is lost to maintain continuous service. Later, the 3G service is
upgraded to LTE service due to commercial network migration to
LTE. Apart from SIM card management, ASTRID also provides a
VPN program to its users to guarantee confidentiality, with
public safety applications that depend on the requirements of
the public safety organization and cloud services. BLM has been a
temporary solution for 5–10 years. However, its service is still
ongoing, and due to spectrum limitations, it proves itself as a
viable final solution.

5.5 Nordic countries

The agreement between the three Nordic nations of Norway,
Sweden, and Finland to synchronize their PSNs to develop universal
technology solutions across national boundaries indicates that they
will go in the same direction. Finland designated the roadmap
consisting of five steps in the broadband PSN project called
VIRVE 2.0 (Stojkovic, 2016). Norway and Sweden are expected
to pursue these steps and develop their PSNs, and consequently, they
have an agreement on harmonizing their PSNs. Finnish TETRA
operator VIRVE will build and use a hybrid system consisting of a
GO-GO model private and commercial LTE network. The private
network has CN and RAN parts and cooperates with the commercial
LTE network. The roadmap of Finland is determined to achieve
maximum efficiency from the legacy TETRA network, which has a
high cost and wide coverage, while transitioning to LTE-based PSN.

Nødnett is a private radio network designed only for PPDR users
that adheres to the TETRA standard. Before the countrywide
establishment of Nødnett in December 2015, there was no
private national PSN in Norway and a variety of alternative
systems were instead utilized by the PPDR groups
(Stojkovic, 2016). The Emergency Communications Directorate
(Norwegian: Direktoratet for nødkommunikasjon) manages the

government-owned Nødnett network. For the Ministry of Justice,
DNK is in charge of building, managing, and deploying the network;
in other words, the network is contractor-operated as the GO-CO
model. The network deployment took 9 years and required a huge
investment (6,560 million Norwegian krone = 690 million USD)
(Stojkovic, 2016). Deploying a specialized LTE network is the first
option for switching from TETRA Nødnett to LTE Nødnett. In
Norway, creating a brand-new national dedicated PSN LTE from
scratch when the dedicated TETRA network has just been
completed is unlikely since it would require yet another huge
expenditure. A more cost-effective way is to execute a gradual
transition and eventually convert the existing TETRA network to
an LTE network. As a matter of fact, around 70% of any mobile
network cost is RAN (Ferrus and Sallent, 2015). Moreover, most of
the expenses are RAN expenses of the real estate site (rented or
acquired) rather than that of radio and transmission equipment.
Thus, the existing TETRA cell sites can be reused to significantly
reduce costs. As mentioned previously, the frequencies of CEPT
given for the PSN have shortcomings and problems. Therefore, the
PSN will use the LTE network spectrum of the agreed operators
in Finland. Thus, VIRVE 2.0 has no dedicated spectrum (Holen,
2019).

The migration between different distribution solutions can be
smooth. First, mission-critical broadband services only depend on
commercial networks (as inMVNO). Having LTE RANs andMMEs
that share with commercial networks (as in GWCN) is the second
phase. Following that PSNs will move such that they only share a
portion of their LTE RANwith business operators (as inMORAN or
MOCN). The ultimate goal would be to separate the PSN domain by
developing unique LTE-based PSNs that completely fulfill the
stringent PS criteria and the operation’s mission-critical
standards (Jarwan et al., 2019).

We will examine the roadmap of the transition of Finland PSN
to VIRVE 2.0 LTE PSN network similar to approaches in Jarwan
et al. (2019). Figure 6A shows the current status of the standard
TETRA network which provides PPDR service with dedicated RAN
and CN parts. The first step is building a MVNO to meet the
increasing daily data requirements, as shown in Figure 6B. The
subscriber and service delivery systems will be expanded to support
user authorization on a broadband network. Initially, an authority
may utilize SIM cards acquired outside the country (similar to the

TABLE 5 Solution plans for different scenarios in the Korea’s Safe-Net.

Scenario Main solution Sub solution

National Infrastructure Fixed base station None

Road Fixed base station Commercial networks

Densely populated areas Fixed base station None

Mountain Mobile base station Fixed base station, commercial networks, LTE-M

Rural Commercial networks Fixed base station, mobile base station, LTE-R

Indoor/underground Commercial networks Fixed base station, mobile base station, LTE-R, TETRA

Marine Mobile base station LTE-M

Railroad LTE-R, TRS None
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Belgium arrangement). However, eventually, the goal will be to have
subscribers in the LTE core and govern them. Currently, the TETRA
network and services are still used as usual. The subscribers’
database HSS resides in the commercial operator’s CN.
Exemplary, if more than one operator provides services, each will
have their individual HSS for the same user/subscriber
group. Commercial operators are responsible for performing
operational subscriber management. The TETRA network and
services are still in operation. The subscribers’ database or HSS is
stored in the CN of the commercial operator. Exemplary, if there are
many operators offering services, each will have a separate HSS for
the same user or subscriber group. The task of operational subscriber
management falls to commercial operators. PSN users can establish
a connection to the preferred network using unique SIM cards to use
commercial LTE network services. Thus, critical users can be
distinguished from commercial users with these SIM cards, and
they can perform roaming to the different operator networks.

As seen in Figure 6C, the second phase involves running
important voice and message traffic on the narrowband TETRA
network and high-speed, non-mission critical and secure data traffic
on the commercial broadband network. The same services and
procedures as in the first phase are used here to give services to
users. However, private LTE networks no longer require numerous
subscriber databases because they now have a single HSS database at
their core. This mini LTE core becomes the user’s home network by
roaming the users to the commercial network. On the top of that, the
MVNO provides a comfortable environment for migrating from one
commercial operator to another, as private and commercial LTE
does not require the entire database to be migrated. In this way, it
becomes responsible for performing operational subscriber
management (Cox, 2012). In this step, a partial core network is
generated, and the construction of the dedicated LTE core part
begins by switching LTE mini core from “Light MVNO” to “Full
MVNO.”

FIGURE 6
Finland roadmap to broadband PSN. (A) Legacy system TETRA. (B) TETRA and non-mission critical commercial broadband data. (C) TETRA and LTE
MVNO core. (D) TETRA and dedicated LTE and commercial LTE. (E) TETRA and hybrid LTE. (F) TETRA core and hybrid LTE.
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The third step is to expand the individual dedicated LTE core
and build a private owned LTE RAN to selected locations to
complement the coverage of commercial operators as shown in
Figure 6D. In this instance, phone service is still offered through the
TETRA network, but mission-critical data services are now
delivered over a private fourth generation (4G) network. As
already indicated, the end objective of this transition process is to
establish a combination of private and commercial 4G networks.
The complete 4G core, which includes all the standard 4G core
components and the 4G RAN, has replaced theMVNO’s original 4G
mini core. As a result, the MVNO is changed into a private MNO
that may now function independently. Private 4G radio access is
only possible in areas where commercial 4G networks do not offer
coverage. As a result, 4G networks will continue to provide standard
interconnection and interoperability across private and commercial
networks.

The fourth phase, as shown in Figure 6E, demonstrates the
viability of crucial voice-over 4G standardization and the
manufacturer’s support for group call-over 4G functionality on
the TETRA side. The time has come to link the TETRA and 4G
networks so that 4G devices may access additional TETRA services
across 4G networks. Both broadband and narrowband networks
offer the same phone services. Additionally, the private 4G network
offers both mission-critical phone and data services, while voice
services are still accessible on the TETRA network and may be
utilized as a backup when utilizing commercial 4G networks for
coverage. These modifications should enable the TETRA network to
implement 4G functionalities on the TETRA side, among other
potential demands.

After fulfilling the requirements for the PSN as shown in
Figure 6F, step five involves removing TETRA radio access by
ensuring the broadband service’s availability and dependability.
TETRA voice services are no longer required as a backup since
4Gmission-critical services are now developed sufficiently to replace
TETRA RAN. The commercial 4G radio access is utilized as
previously, while the private 4G network offers all services. The
inter-systems interface of the TETRA network will allow devices
connected to the 4G network to utilize the group calling service it
offers. The inter-systems interface allows LTE devices to
communicate with TETRA devices.

6 Coexistence

Section 5 explains the South Korean PSBN deployment policy
“All Four One”. This policy consists of interworking backward
compatible four networks to provide an economical PSBN
deployment. The defining feature of this design is the utilization
of the same 10 × 2 MHz spectrum to serve all users in the network.
However, with the nationwide coverage requirement, this design
leads to co-channel interference between users of different networks.
Therefore, interference management shows up as the dominant
problem of this design. Out of these four networks, the commercial
LTE networks are not allowed to use the public safety spectrum.
Therefore, the co-channel interference problem relies upon PS-LTE,
LTE-R, and LTE-M networks.

The coexistence of PS-LTE, LTE-R, and LTE-M is quite a
unique problem in their operational scenarios. The PS-LTE

network is required to have nationwide coverage. However,
the LTE-R network is required to cover train tracks, and LTE-
M is required to cover the seas. These geographical coverage
requirements lead up to a unique scenario for each network.
Features of these coverage scenarios can be exploited for
interference management solutions. Moreover, the
interworking of these networks can be extended so that RAN
or CN sharing is made possible between them. In this structure,
the interference from the PS-LTE structure will be the limiting
factor for others due to its geographical coverage features. In line
with this, we have categorized the related works into three
categories, as seen in Table 6. Table 6 shows the possible
coexistence scenarios, and related field test results and
solution mechanisms developed so far.

Coexistence between PS-LTE and LTE-R is the first category in
Table 6. This coexistence scenario is critical since possible
communication outages can cause huge disasters for both
networks. In an emergency near train tracks, interference from
the LTE-R network can disrupt PS-LTE, or a possible PS-LTE
interference to the LTE-R network can cause huge train accidents
due to an outage in train signaling. Overall challenges for PS-LTE
and LTE-R coexistence have been addressed by Choi et al. (2015).
The main problem of this coexistence relies on strict reliability
requirements in LTE-R, which has to be satisfied under constant
interference from the PS-LTE. Won and Kim (2017) introduced
performance changes and a link budget analysis method from the
obtained field test results in Korea. As concluded in the previous
work, this interference from the PS-LTE must be addressed to
provide a stable railroad wireless communication network. In line
with this, Ahmad et al. (2017, 2020), Chen et al. (2017), and Um et al.
(2020) have analyzed and proposed solutions for this problem.
Ahmad et al. (2017) and Chen et al. (2017)proposed inter-cell
interference coordination (ICIC) schemes that utilize coordinated
scheduling (CS) in coordinated multipoint (CoMP) networks.
Ahmad et al. (2020) proposed a mobile personal cell deployment
mechanism depending on public safety situations that can provide
priority-based load balance and interference management. Finally, a
measurement-based spectrum sharing mechanism has
been proposed by Um et al. (2020) that is done without a
coordinator.

The second scenario covered in Table 6 is PS-LTE and LTE-M
coexistence. In this scenario, the interference problem is similar to
the PS-LTE and LTE-R coexistence. However, the design of PS-LTE
coverage has been limited to 20 km offshore. Due to this,
interference decreases as ships sail away (Jo et al., 2018).
Moreover, Song et al. (2019) have proposed a RAN-sharing
mechanism between PS-LTE and LTE-M networks to reduce
interference and run field tests with excellent results. Another
problem in this system is the initial access procedures of UE. For
this problem, a mission-critical user priority–based random access
scheme was proposed by Ahmad and Chang (2019). Finally, Ahmad
and Chang (2020) considered a CS CoMP network, which consists
of all three PSNs to develop an ICIC solution that allows all three
networks to coexist with each other. However, no field tests have
been conducted considering all three networks simultaneously.

“All Four One” is a South Korean deployment strategy that can
be used in other countries to deploy their private PSBN solutions
economically. However, the same design policy can be used to
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deploy only LTE-R networks that coexist with commercial networks.
Coexistence research for LTE-R networks can allow efficient
spectrum usage and more feasible national spectrum allocations.
The main idea is that networks like LTE-R and LTE-M, which only
utilize the spectrum over a specific coverage area, lead to inefficient
spectrum usage. Thus, developing mechanisms that allow spectrum
sharing between specific and more extensive coverage networks can
open up various opportunities.

7 Challenges and future research

PSBN deployment fundamentally has three main challenges. We
can summarize these challenges as limited bandwidth, geographical
coverage, and economic challenges. As discussed in Section 5, most
countries have allocated 2 × 10 MHz of spectrum for PSBN
applications. This allocation is insufficient considering the use-
cases for PSNs. Section 5 mentions some of the solutions
developed by advanced PSN countries. However, these solutions
mostly rely on network deployment and partnerships with
commercial networks. Limited bandwidth problems can also be
solved by developing bandwidth-efficient transmission schemes.
From this aspect, even though partnership solutions are effective,
there is a huge gap in the literature about PSBN centric physical layer
design. PSBNs have unique deployment scenarios as mentioned in
Section 6. These scenarios should be exploited to develop smart
transmission schemes specific for PSBNs. Some open research areas
involving this aspect include, but are not limited to, scenario-specific
waveform design (especially for railway systems), multiple access
schemes, and physical layer design-based coexistence. Moreover,
there is a lot of potential to exploit specific multiple antenna
structures for creative solutions. Some great examples from the
literature use frequency diverse arrays (FDAs) to provide clever
modulation and transmission schemes for specific scenarios
(Nusenu and Wang, 2018; Wu et al., 2021). We believe that
existing and future MIMO technologies such as FDAs and near-
field MIMO have to be explored further to provide PSBNs with
scenario centric solutions.

Geographical coverage has been introduced previously in the
literature for network deployment. For example, narrowband PSNs
have to provide a certain amount of geographical coverage
depending on country regulations and network use-case.
However, broadband networks generally consider a percentile
population coverage instead of geographical coverage by country
regulations. As a result, providing country-wise coverage with a
broadband network requires operators to invest in areas with low
populations and have no return. Due to the concept of population
coverage, instead of a geographical coverage analysis, broadband

networks usually depend on a traffic and capacity analysis. On the
other hand, PSBNs have to provide significant capacity and country-
wise coverage. As a result, PSBN deployment faces a dilemma.
Geographical coverage requirement for PSBNs presents a trade-
off problem in the deployment stage. Planning a deployment with a
large capacity requires more site deployments. Thus, a large capacity
network deployment with complete geographical coverage results in
enormous deployment and operational costs. Moreover, traffic
analysis techniques used for capacity prediction are insufficient
for PSBN since traffic can be highly volatile depending on the
emergency. Thus, future PSBN deployments can benefit from
traffic analysis methods that are more suitable for public safety
users and possible deployment methods that deal with the
mentioned capacity-coverage trade-off problem. South Korea’s
“All Four One” deployment scenario is an excellent example of
solving the capacity-coverage trade-off problem.

Economic challenges, especially for developing countries, can be
investigated under two stages. The deployment stage is the first stage
of PSBNs, and the most drastic limiting factor is the coverage-
capacity trade-off. Previous passages have already mentioned this
problem and possible solutions. However, we can summarize
possible solutions such as increasing bandwidth efficiency, better
traffic analysis, and new deployment techniques. In the second stage,
operating costs become a massive problem for public safety
operators after deployment. If a country can afford its PSBN, this
is not a huge problem. It is just a matter of planning. However, a better
solution is to create a business model that can make public safety
operators at least self-sufficient. An example of this is FirstNet’s
business model. Possible partnerships between commercial
operators and the government turn this problem into an
interesting research topic. Commercial operators have a lot of
available bandwidth and an enormous network, while the
government has concessions to offer to their partners. These
concessions, which depend on the partnership scenario, may yield
drastic advantages for the operator over their competitors. Thus,
research on existing and future government–commercial partnerships
is necessary to keep a healthy telecommunication market.

8 Conclusion

PSNs have garnered an increasingly important role in today’s
society. While these networks have conventionally been supported
with narrowband systems, there has been a push in recent years
toward broadband communication systems for PPDR applications.
The general trend in this regard is the adaption of LTE technologies;
however, themigration decision has innumerable critical factors that
include the architecture, spectrum allocation, network deployment/

TABLE 6 Related work for coexistence of three PSBNs.

Coexistence scenario
Related work

Field test Solution

PS-LTE, LTE-R Won and Kim (2017) Chen et al. (2017); Ahmad et al. (2017, 2020)

PS-LTE, LTE-M Jo et al. (2018), Song et al. (2019) Ahmad and Chang (2019)

PS-LTE, LTE-R, LTE-M — Ahmad and Chang (2020)
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dimensioning, service provisioning, operation, and management.
Till date, any tutorial detailing with these issues, along with case
studies of different countries that have already had successful
migration has been lacking from the literature. In this work, we
provide a comprehensive overview of infrastructure-sharing
schemes for LTE-based PSN networks. Also, deployment
scenarios are examined for PSN-dedicated networks using LTE
over commercial operators and hybrid solution methods.
Subsequently, we delve into an exploration of infrastructure-
sharing mechanisms from the PSN standpoint. Following this, we
address coverage and capacity dimensioning, which is pivotal in
determining the number of sites that are required for a
comprehensive cost analysis. Then, we present a study case for
the cost analysis, which serves as a guide in this endeavor. Key
countries migrating existing PSNs to LTE-based PSNs are
introduced in detail. Finally, the coexistence schemes of PS-LTE,
LTE-R, and LTE-M are explained.When deploying broadband PSN,
the infrastructure sharing mechanisms can be implemented along
with coexistence schemes, taking into account the availability of
spectrum, compatibility of spectrum with existing commercial
network equipment, and the case study methods.
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